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Abstract

Diverse European municipalities are using the urban living lab (ULL) approach to conceive and conduct innovation experiments that might enable the mobilisation of sustainable new energy solutions and policies for local and regional energy transitions. These municipality-enabled labs differ from social labs that originate from the direct concerns of citizens and communities. In both such lab contexts, designers of services or technology solutions are involved, but in different ways. The municipality-enabled ULLs are rarely facilitated and co-designed by systemic designers with an eye on their systemic or transitional impact. Citylab X is one of these labs, currently active in a larger city in the Netherlands. We followed this lab as a case study for one year to unpack specific challenges and opportunities in the realm of stakeholder co-creation. Based on the literature on systemic innovation labs and a newly developed lab process model, we reveal particular lessons for this type of government-enabled living lab. Thus, we propose a paradigmatic case study of a ULL for energy transition that further adapts a systemic design process model and delivers rich material for theory development. We conclude with dilemmas the different stakeholders encounter, which serve as valuable pointers for reflection that similar starting or ongoing lab initiatives can use.
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Introduction

Municipalities, universities, technology companies and citizens in Western countries have employed place-based innovation labs since the beginning of the millennium. Initially guided by ideas of open innovation towards economic growth (Leminen et al., 2012; Westerlund & Leminen, 2011) or citizen and user involvement in urban planning and solution finding (Ballon & Schuurman, 2015; Steen & Van Bueren, 2017), urban living labs (ULL) are a special type of innovation lab, rapidly growing in number in Europe and North America. ULLs are spaces of real-life experimentation in urban areas where citizens are actively engaged in developing and creating solutions for urban sustainability challenges (Brons et al., 2022; Bulkeley et al., 2016; Steen & Van Bueren, 2017; Voytenko et al., 2016).

ULLs are a subcategory of a broader “living lab” approach. The goals of living labs (LL) are manifold, but methods typically include tackling a complex or wicked problem (Rittel &
Webber, 1973) through the co-creation of knowledge and solutions, a triple- or quadruple-helix collaboration (Carayannis & Campbell, 2009; Schütz et al., 2019), and experimentation with new products, services, or ways of working together with users in a real-life context (Maas et al., 2017; Malmberg & Vaittinen, 2017). The idea of an equal and creative collaboration between different stakeholder groups qualifies their co-creation and is central to the LL approach (Franz, Tausz & Thiel, 2015; Mulder, 2012; 2018; Puerari et al., 2018; Siscode, 2021). LLs can be considered both as arenas (i.e. geographically or institutionally bounded spaces) and as an approach for intentional, collaborative experimentation between researchers, citizens, companies, and local governments (Schliwa, 2013).

Formal design discipline is not a defining characteristic of a LL. Often, technology designers contribute to LLs in the user testing phase of innovative products or services (Alavi et al., 2019; Ballon et al., 2018). Sometimes, designers also facilitate citizen/user participation in an earlier stage of the lab process. However, design thinking and design processes have profoundly influenced the ideal LL process. Models of the LL process (Dell’Era & Landoni, 2014; Ståhlbröst & Holst, 2013; Yasuoka et al., 2018) follow the innovation design process from challenge definition to implementation. The typical outcome of a LL is described as a product or service “solution”—an innovation. This solutionist and technology-centred focus in practice results in the fact that ULLs are rarely facilitated and co-designed by systemic designers with an eye on the lab’s broader societal impact. Systemic design scholars also observe that LLs employ a service design focus when a more systemic design perspective, though nascent, is needed (Jones, 2014; Kjøde, 2022; Mulder, 2018; Zivkovic, 2018a).

Recently, the focus of LL stakeholders has been shifting from an innovation to a transition paradigm, accelerated by the urgency of the social and technological transitions in energy, healthcare, and food systems (Puerari et al., 2018). For this reason, experimentation as a defining characteristic of LLs is increasingly seen in the light of its contribution to transitions, dubbed by transition theory as “niche” experimentation (e.g., Geels 2022, 2011). In Geels’ multi-level perspective (MLP) theory of societal transitions, niche experimentation plays an essential role in creating a realm where change initialises, dies out again, or synergises to changes on other societal manifestations such as that of existing institutions (regime level) and overarching system paradigms (part of the landscape level).

Geels developed this model based on historical material, but there is less theory available that defines the quality or process of niche experimentation, how it relates to the meso and macro levels, and how synergising could work. Transition arenas “as a specific network of frontrunners” (Loorbach & Rotmans, 2010, p. 237) with guiding transition principles have been proposed to fill in this gap, but they have been criticised by LL and systemic design scholars for not participating with users in their experiment and lacking the involvement of designers (Zivkovic, 2018a). The ULL could be a more suitable approach here, focusing on co-creation as the equal and creative collaboration between different stakeholder groups and commitment to user involvement. Systemic design authors recently addressed the need for systemic analysis and deployment of LLs (Jones, 2020; Zivkovic, 2018a). A systemic design lens on LLs is explored here toward an initial and deeper understanding of the ULL as a driver of systemic innovation.
Governments, municipalities in particular, are increasingly initiating ULLs (Bulkeley & Castán Broto, 2013; Bulkeley et al., 2016; Kronsell & Mukhtar-Landgren, 2018). The political responsibility for some domains, for example, food and energy transitions, is shifting to municipal jurisdictions in some geographical areas (Brons et al., 2022). Thus, ULLs have been revisited as methodology platforms that could enable reflexive agency and engage stakeholders in reshaping the future (Brons et al., 2022). As the enabling partner hugely determines the dynamics in a LL (Kronsell & Mukhtar-Landgren, 2018; Leminen et al., 2012; Leminen et al., 2016), it is interesting to have a closer look at these municipality-enabled labs while developing a systemic design lens on LL collaborations. The first question then needs to be: What co-creation challenges and opportunities in a municipality-enabled ULL could a systemic design lens unveil?

There is consensus among researchers that the process facilitated by the LL is key to the systemic impact of the lab (Williams & Robinson, 2020). However, there is still a knowledge gap and practical challenges when it comes to determining the quality of the lab process (Holmén et al., 2022) and finding and disseminating models for reflection and evaluation in LLs and between different local lab initiatives. A lack of knowledge sharing also applies across living lab contexts (i.e. energy, health care, or educational system transitions) as evidenced by a Horizon 2020 study into 40 LLs (Siscode, 2021). As a consequence, knowledge and new ways of working from local LL practice are seen as scattered and not synergising towards systemic changes (Ballon et al., 2018; Schuurman et al., 2016; von Wirth et al., 2019; Williams & Robinson, 2020). Thus, the second question picked up in this research is: How can a systemic design lens help ULL stakeholders reflect on the quality of their co-creation process and share related knowledge with other LLs?

**A systemic lens on the urban living lab as systems innovation**

From a systemic design perspective, different types of labs have been put forward through the years to explore contributions to urban innovation and transition in labs. “Street level think tank” (Flanagan et al., 2022), “change lab” (Westley et al., 2012; Hsu & Pacini, 2019), “public sector innovation lab” (Cole, 2021), “social innovation lab” (Westley et al., 2015), and “innovation lab” (Campbell & Geobey, 2020) concepts were employed to frame and interpret systemic design interventions in multi-stakeholder processes towards systemic change. These research contributions are reflections of one or several systemic design interventions in innovation labs. Their possible relation to an overarching model or lens on urban living labs as drivers of systemic change has not yet been explored.

Predominantly, the lab has been approached in this literature with a focus not on technical but on social innovation—dubbed “social (innovation) lab” (Hassan, 2014). A social innovation lab, in general, can be defined as “a process, one that is intended to support multi-stakeholder groups in addressing a complex social problem” (Westley et al., 2015, p. 1). Social labs are “container[s] for social experimentation, with a team, a process and space to support social innovation on a systemic level” (Kieboom, 2014, p. 9). They draw on participatory design, design thinking, and systems thinking, as well as create space for dialogue and sensemaking while “stewarding a group of diverse stakeholders through a systemic design process” (Tiesinga & Berkhout, 2014, p. 17). As evidenced by these quotes,
this perspective on labs focuses on social innovation and experiments guided by systemic
design, whereas the systemic lens we are looking for would frame the ULL as a driver of
systemic innovation. This would include the ULL’s focus on technical experimentation and
the possible absence of systemic designers leading or influencing the lab.

Several authors analysed labs from a systemic design perspective and implicitly or explicitly
used the ULL approach. While they recognised community-driven ULLs (Mulder, 2012;
Mulder, 2018; Lake et al., 2022) and the rich contributions of participatory process in labs,
they did not focus on the particular situation of the growing number of municipality-enabled
ULLs. Thus, the first research question remains unaddressed.

As a theoretical contribution to systemic design using labs, Zivkovic (2018a) proposed the
“systemic innovation lab,” which relates and distinguishes between the different lab types
used by systemic design practice. Drawing on systemic design principles (Jones, 2014),
among others, she presents seven characteristics of an ideal systemic innovation lab that
could be integrated into a systemic ULL process model. Such a process model would allow
for the alignment of different systemic interventions in labs towards a more integrated
approach to the ULL as a driver of systemic innovation. Thus, it could provide answers to the
second research question on how a systemic lens can help to reflect on and share knowledge
about the quality of co-creation in ULLs to work towards systemic change.

**Systemic innovation lab**

For the model of a systemic innovation lab, Zivkovic (2018a, 2018b) uses a complex systems
approach to address societal challenges. Design activity is centrally situated in this lab model
and focuses on the development of initiatives that assist system transitions and not on
“delivering solutions.” Using this design focus and theory approach, Zivkovic offers an
alternative to the focus on service design solution that is common in urban living labs.
According to the author, complex and wicked problems call for self-organising governance
networks (Meuleman, 2008, p. 104) to enable the conditions for the emergence of self-
organisation, adaptive capability (McKelvey & Lichtenstein, 2007), as well as systemic
innovation and transitions to new, improved states (Goldstein et al., 2010). She suggests that
systemic innovation labs can be used as a mechanism to enable these conditions and
highlights seven key features from other lab approaches that are recommended for
addressing complex problems. Next to addressing complex problems, systemic innovation
labs take a place-based and transition approach, enable coherent action by diverse actors,
involve users as co-creators, support a networked governance approach, and recognise
government as an enabler of change (Zivkovic, 2018). Zivkovic embedded a range of
principles from solution ecosystems and systemic innovation into this model, as well as the
Jones (2014) principles proposed for systemic design in social systems. The model of the
systemic innovation lab could add important elements to a ULL process model and thus
provide a framework within which stakeholders can learn, interact, and adapt to develop
their capacity for solving complex problems. Hence, a newly developed LL process model
that aims to guide multi-stakeholder co-creation in ULLs towards driving systemic change
should embrace and be nuanced by the systemic innovation lab features.
A process model for systemic innovation through living labs

Co-creation dynamics and scaling were a focus applied by the author in earlier living lab action design research. From this research done across more than 30 living labs in different contexts, a lab process model (De Lille & Overdiek, 2021) was developed, which, to our knowledge, is the only model that captures a multi-stakeholder living lab process from a systemic design perspective. The process spans from system mapping to the implementation of new products and ways of working in society.

With time on the x-axis, the model distinguishes between three basic phases:

1. Understanding the current system
2. Engaging in local experimentation
3. Working towards a preferred future system

The model was found by inductively building on case studies but can be underpinned by the multi-level perspective on transitions (Geels, 2022, 2011) and “system shifting design” (Design Council, 2021; Drew et al., 2021; Leadbeater & Winhall, 2020), which introduces different levels of action and possible influence via the vertical dimension. The resulting curve represents the multi-stakeholder co-design group navigating between concrete, local action and experiment (low, micro level), more abstract levels of regional/institutional/societal narratives (meso level), and national policy and overarching purpose (high, macro level). The framework shows three important activities in phases one and three and suggests iterative testing in local real-life environments in phase two. The authors of the model explain elsewhere (Bergema & De Lille, 2022; De Lille & Overdiek, 2021) how design principles like distributed governance have helped researchers and systemic designers to “navigate the curve” in the different phases. Thus, they “deliberately and generatively” created systemic change opportunities “for others to fill in and build on” (Drew et al., 2021, pp. 3, 12). The model has so far been validated in three workshops with systemic design practitioners and researchers who recognised their own process in the model and added interventions (Overdiek & Bergema, 2022).

The ISLE curve embraces the seven key features of a systemic design lab formulated by Zivkovic (2018a):

- It focuses on addressing complex problems with a transition approach
- Takes a place-based approach and involves users as co-creators (the “Engaging in local labs” phase)
- Enables coherent action by diverse actors, supports a networked governance approach, and recognises government as an enabler of change.

As opposed to the solution focus of current LL process models (see Introduction section), the ISLE process focuses on multi-stakeholder co-creation outcomes over time. We propose this lens to unveil challenges in a municipality-enabled ULL process and further develop the (co-)design model by applying it to the ULL as a driver of systemic innovation.
Methodology

The overall methodology of this research was an action case study (Halecker, 2015) informed by multiple interviews, observation, and action learning processes in situ. After five years of research developing the ISLE model by reflecting on our own design interventions, we wanted to observe how an urban living lab co-creation is organised in practice and how the ISLE model can be used for critical systemic reflection (with respect to answering the second research question).

Regarding the first research question that we formulated, “What co-creation opportunities and challenges in a municipality-enabled ULL could a systemic design lens unveil?” case study methods can be employed to gain a deeper understanding of an issue like co-creation over time using the case as a specific illustration. A case study is a good approach when the inquirer has clear, identifiable cases with boundaries and seeks to provide an in-depth understanding of a particular phenomenon (Creswell & Poth, 2017; Yin, 2015). The unit of analysis is the organisation of the ULL, and in this case, specifically, the municipality-enabled ULL.

An ethnographic approach to the fieldwork was taken, using structured observation and interviews with representatives of all stakeholder groups associated with the lab. A literature review and review of primary sources (publications of the ULL) were done to interpret observations and to allow for triangulation in the analysis (Denzin, 1978). The ethnographic researcher chose the role of an observer-as-participant between March 2021 and June 2022. This role, as described by Pearsall (1970), involves more observation than participation. Researchers who adopt an observer role typically advance slowly in their involvement with the insiders. While still mostly involved in observing, they may conduct short interviews on-
site. Pearsall (1970) described two advantages to this role. First, insiders may be more willing to reveal issues to “attentive strangers” than they would to people with whom they are more entangled. Second, there is less “temptation either for the observer to go native or for the natives to try to include” them permanently in their practice (Pearsall, 1970. p. 342). In our case, other researchers with a governance and action research background were already involved as stakeholders in the lab. So, the more distanced observer-as-participant role allowed us to collect data with minimal interference.

Next to the ISLE model, a thematic template (King, 2004) was employed to guide the observation and interviews, but we also allowed for new themes to emerge from the data. The themes of the template replicate the findings of the Siscode research into stakeholder co-creation (Eckhardt et al., 2021; Siscode, 2021), which is the most representative and in-depth study of co-creation across living labs to date. The template also provides the thematic codes for data analysis performed in the Atlas TI software.

The unit of analysis was the organisation, represented by the particular case of the Citylab X ULL. Four LL researchers and an expert group of five LL practitioners were involved in two half-day workshops to conduct the final analysis of the case data. In this light, we propose the case study of Citylab X as paradigmatic of a ULL in the energy transition. Paradigmatic cases are “cases that highlight more general characteristics of the societies in question” (Flyvbjerg, 2006, p. 16) and, therefore, allow for some degree of generalisation.

**The Citylab X case study**

The urban living lab researched for this case study is a collaboration between a large municipality in the Netherlands (more than 500,000 inhabitants) and a research group focused on governance from the Hague University of Applied Sciences. In 2019, the municipality decided to pursue a transition towards a sustainable and carbon-free energy supply with a so-called “city energy plan.” The ambition of this plan was to develop—together with local stakeholders—approaches for more than 150 different districts of the city (neighbourhood energy plans). Some districts, known for their diversity and active citizens, were chosen by the municipality (without citizen consultation) as “frontrunner” districts. These were called Groene Energiewijken, or regions where activities would be tested as a basis for other districts to learn from.

**The urban living lab context**

The case is located in a neighbourhood where an urban living lab approach has been used since 2020 to collaborate on the district energy plan. The stakeholders of this lab asked the case to be identified by a pseudonym, referred to as “Citylab X” in this paper. Citylab X was not conceived initially for energy transition projects. In 2019, lab activities proceeded in this neighbourhood with a dialogue between the municipality and citizens and between different groups of citizens through growing grassroots activities. District X’s population was around 15,000, inhabiting more than 8,500 houses, with 80% built between 1950 and 1970 and 60% being rentals. About 55% of the citizens in this district have a migration background, 20% are Western, and 35% are non-Western.
From March 2020 onwards, the observed researchers collaborated with the district manager, a representative of the district’s citizen council, and a manager from the largest housing cooperative in the district. They formed a core lab team together and decided to start the lab project towards energy transition through online plenary meetings with interested citizens, including 50 interviews with diverse citizens about their “desired energy futures.” However, due to the COVID-19 pandemic and a change in lab coordinator (unrelated to the research), the lab activities paused in late 2020, and were later restarted in March 2021. The lab project was initially received with enthusiasm by active citizens, as a former lab project around grassroots activities for low-income groups had been perceived as a success. Influenced by this enthusiasm, good communication, and accessible meetings (people did not have to travel or meet in an unknown space), organising lab meetings online broadened rather than hampered the lab. More diverse citizens from the neighbourhood joined these meetings.

In June 2021, the first physical meeting took place with around 30 citizens and representatives of the municipality’s “energy expert team.” This meeting was considered controversial, as multiple clashes of interest occurred between house owners, tenants, and energy transition experts in favour of different solutions. A meeting with feedback on the interview results followed. In January 2022, the lab coordinator changed once again, and three months were taken to plan and organise a new meeting with citizens, the housing cooperative, and energy experts. During this meeting, the lab worked with a futures method to express various prospective ideas from the different stakeholders. In June 2022, the case study research resumed, and data was analysed. The following “storyline” of this ULL emerged by using the collected data and the phase description of the ISLE model.
Citylab X's Co-Creation Dynamics along the ISLE Curve

Phase one—understanding system stakeholder dynamics

Between March and December 2021, the main activity of the urban living lab was organising dialogue sessions between the partners and seeking to engage diverse citizens from the district. The lab’s core team and the steering group were comprised of the lead researcher, the neighbourhood manager (employed by the municipality), neighbourhood council members, and a representative of the largest housing cooperative in the municipality. This team met every two weeks to discuss developments in the district, form ideas for lab sessions, and organise the dialogues. A strategy group also met regularly. A representative of the municipality’s energy expert team and the lead researcher came together once a month to evaluate activities and connect them to a longer-term strategy towards engaging citizens in the neighbourhood energy plan. Since the declared goal of the municipality (according to the lead researcher) was to “explore the desired citizen participation in the energy plans,” the involvement of businesses or energy providers was considered potentially too complicated, so the living lab concept was kept to a triple helix relationship (municipality, citizens, research team).

The municipality’s energy expert team had been a client of the University research group since late 2019; through the city, it financed the lab’s energy transition activities in the framework of the research project. As such, Citylab X was entirely funded by the municipality and through research. We saw three important repercussions. Firstly, the lab researcher doubled as a lab coordinator and was dependent on the enabling party of the lab—the municipality. The observed researcher experienced this as a challenge from the beginning, as they felt the role of lab coordinator should be independent of the particular interests of one stakeholder group. Secondly, as project funding did not account for housing or materials, the ULL had no physical location but was a virtual context for collaboration in and across projects. Thirdly, due to this lack of capacity and time, evaluations and results from prior lab activities (before the energy transition project) were not systematically consulted and used.

So, from the perspective of the researcher and the municipality’s energy expert team, Citylab X was established in tandem with this same project, whereas most citizens and the neighbourhood manager experienced it as a follow-up to earlier lab activities. Therefore, upon reflection, we observed that there was an increased citizen expectation for participation and impact, of which the energy team was unaware. All interviewed parties, in some way, commented on the negative effects of this situation, indicating a lack of shared framing of the lab for all participants, as well as what seemed like a lack of continuity in the lab’s activities and outcomes.

Of course, you would prefer someone from the neighbourhood who also coordinates such a citylab. We would have much preferred that. (Lead researcher/coordinator, Citylab X)

If we could really set up a Citylab with a physical place where we could work on the neighbourhood development together, then there would be more trust. Then you get to know each other better. (Community manager, District X)
Due to the second COVID-19 lockdown in the Netherlands, the lab’s stakeholder engagements moved to online sessions from March 2020 onwards. Supported by active communication from the research team, together with the neighbourhood council and the district manager, the online stakeholder sessions were well-visited by diverse citizens. While the core team had developed a good working relationship, the need to change resources twice for the role of lead researcher/lab coordinator (first in late 2020 and later in 2021) led to much discontinuity, which resulted in disappointment from the neighbourhood stakeholders. Trust needed to be rebuilt after every change, which sheds light on the importance of sustainable personal relationships for the ‘core’ of the ULL to work.

While there were active citizens in the neighbourhood, mostly house owners with strong opinions about the ‘right’ sustainable energy solutions for the district, most tenants were not outspoken in the lab conversations. Still, research interviews show that they were worried about the cost of alternative energy solutions in their flats and the possible inconvenience from construction work in and around their homes. In the dialogues organised by Citylab X, the house owners sometimes directly opposed suggestions from the municipality’s energy expert team. Tenants were mostly represented by the housing cooperative, which was reluctant to discuss particular energy solutions as they did not want to create false expectations with their tenants. All in all, there were various entanglements and conflicts (see Figure 3) in this lab, and without the energy corporations or new energy providers as participants, parts of the relevant system were missing in the dialogues. This lack of requisite social variety (Ashby, 1956) had a negative impact on lab dynamics. An energy provider or SME from the neighbourhood might have brought new perspectives and shifted the primary conflict line between the citizens and the municipality. The described dynamics were not addressed, which could have paved the way to a feeling of “picking up a shared task” among the different stakeholders.

**Challenges to co-creation based on equality**

Before developing the urban living lab approach in early 2020, the municipality had started the process by organising information evenings around the neighbourhood’s position regarding the energy transition. They also presented the plan for a district heating network, which created the perception of a “decision already made” among citizens who would have liked to explore options together. In this situation, the energy expert team had turned to the research group to help them with a different approach—to find out how the citizens of District X would like to be involved.

From the start, the researchers’ focus was on equal co-creation between all ULL stakeholders. For them, engaged citizens should be able to exert influence on neighbourhood-level plans, decisions, and activities. The municipality, on the other hand, was divided on this equal co-creation principle. Whereas the district manager supported it, the energy experts expressed a top-down approach to information sharing. Consciously or not, their aim in engaging with the ULL was not to structurally empower citizens. Instead, they wanted to share their knowledge and plans with the citizens and, ideally, raise enthusiasm for the plans.
As described in the section above, this approach clashed, in particular, with the values and preferences of active citizens. This systemic conflict of values was also present in the conflicting attitudes of the different municipality representatives, which created confusion on the side of the citizens. Citizens reported that it was not transparent to them which level of participation was granted in this lab: were they just consulted, or were they offered some level of partnership and decision-making power?

This challenge of co-creation as partners was addressed in Citylab X’s strategy group. The lead researcher openly questioned the role of the municipality as a “client of the Citylab” and asked its representative to assume the role of a collaborating and equal stakeholder in the lab context. The participating researchers presented themselves not as “collaborating stakeholders” but as neutral observers. Yet, they steered the lab agenda, had a clear interest in certain knowledge questions, and promoted actions following a tight project timeline. It was not until the end of the observation process, when triggered by the reflective interviews held with them that the observed researchers realised and reclaimed their role as stakeholders of the ULL and pronounced these stakes openly. In this way, there was a significant exchange of learning in the collaboration between the municipality and the
researchers in the strategy group. These insights, however, stayed within the strategy group and were not shared with the core team or during dialogue sessions of Citylab X, and thus were not converted into lab learnings. The ambitious nature of and inherent challenges with co-creating as equals in the lab were not discussed between all stakeholders. This was, however, something that citizens were aware of:

A co-creation process in which roles and responsibilities are moving is vulnerable. Recognising this and starting from equality is important. This lab process feels unequal due to the imbalance of power between municipality/research and citizens and due to the failure to recognise shifts. (Citizen, Citylab X)

It can be qualified as a missed opportunity that the “rules” of co-creation were not transparently established together with all stakeholders in the first phase of the living lab.

Steering toward the future without trust

The value conflicts observed between citizens and energy experts revealed differences in expectations within the citizen group. Active citizens were expected to be involved and play a role in concrete energy transition experiments (micro level) in their district. Interviewed citizens (mostly tenants who did not participate in the dialogue) were more concerned that the least costly solution was chosen and that implementation would not be too burdensome for them.

In order to explore future prospects together, including other ways of collaboration between different citizen groups and between the municipality and citizens, the citizens and the community manager expressed that they needed a chance to work together to experiment with concrete solutions. The community manager thought that low-threshold citizen experimentation within the context of broader sustainability goals would bring more positive energy and trust into the lab. The idea, however, was not heard. This foregrounds the goal of co-creation in community development (social innovation), which would precede co-creation on more complex technical issues, such as the district’s energy transition.

A milestone in the urban living lab process is that the lab researchers managed to conduct more than 50 individual interviews with diverse citizens from District X on their ideas about the energy transition and their wishes for participation. The results of these interviews were fed back to the ULL in a session in the winter of 2021 to bring more perspectives into the dialogue. But there was still a lot of mistrust. A planned session about desired futures derived from the interviews and suggested as a co-creative workshop was withheld and then organised as a “method trial without consequence for the lab project” (District manager, Citylab X). While the lead researcher thought the workshop could be helpful for the lab process, the municipality, housing cooperative, and citizens were sceptical. A “futures thinking” workshop was finally held in March 2022. While citizens participated actively, municipality participants were unfortunately reluctant to share information, which resulted in more confusion for the citizens. Overall, the lab seemed stuck. With the city energy plan itself postponed (until late 2023), there was no felt urgency for the municipality to make significant steps in Citylab X’s process. At the same time, the citizens expressed an increased sense of urgency towards changing their neighbourhood to a more sustainable place (an
outcome of the interviews), and some groups of active citizens had concrete plans for experimentation (e.g., insulating old houses). These plans were not taken up in the ULL, and no other shared plans for experimentation were developed.

**Phase two—experimenting together**

According to the lead researcher and the district’s community manager, the complexity and high investment cost of the energy transition did not allow for experimentation to explore different carbon-free or carbon-reduced energy opportunities. These technologies include smart grids fuelled by solar collectors or the insulation of old houses in combination with heat pumps. Citizens believed they were not provided with enough knowledge to make choices and were not listened to when they suggested possible energy solutions, like sun collectors or heat pumps. Some of them also thought that the municipality did not have sufficient expertise in alternative energy opportunities for the district. Ironically, it is the fact that the energy expert team did not want to propose a ‘best’ solution from the start that triggered this response from the citizens. The community manager left the dialogue because she thought the experimental activities that came from the neighbourhood, like the idea of building a butterfly path or a community garden, would be necessary common activities that could help connect and build trust among different citizens, the municipality, and the district. However, the willingness to undertake concrete experiments in this lab was unclear from the beginning. For the observed researchers and the energy expert team, the experiment was suggested to learn how the citizens wanted to be involved. Yet, that was considered too abstract of an experiment for the different citizen groups to take part in. This not only hindered the development of Citylab X but also contributed to confusion among stakeholders about the meaning of the lab’s approach.

Currently, the term lab is being used as an argument by different stakeholders with different meanings. (Lead researcher, Citylab X)

When we zoom in on this, we see that the municipality’s energy expert team consciously wanted to go into the neighbourhood first, in a learning process about how best to inform residents and talk to them, even though it was not yet clear how the energy transition would take shape in X. (Lab researchers in reflective publication, Ruiter & van der Veen, 2021)

The municipality wanted to know which plan has the most citizen support. (Internal communication publication, Citylab X, 26 March 2021)

Preferred scenario choices are not helpful. Parallel paths will have to be followed in the energy transition. (Citizen, District x)
The quotes above reflect very different ideas about the willingness to explore and the scope of experimentation. While the homeowners, in particular, had concrete ideas for experiments, the researchers and municipality did not see any need or opportunity to experiment with different technical approaches for the energy transition. At the moment of documenting this case study, it can be said that the stakeholders still have very different interpretations of how the ULL should proceed. The lead researcher is even considering removing the designation of the ULL for the time being—to relax expectations and improve the opportunity for open dialogue toward a future research agenda with the district.

Discussion

Toward a systemic design lens on the urban living lab process

The stakeholders of Citylab X were interested in making progress on a local energy transition project and, ideally, sharing successful practices with other districts. But where are the stakeholders situated in the change process overall? What learning can they reflect on and share? By using the Innovating Labs with Local Experiment (ISLE) process model (Figure 2) to interpret this case, we can situate the urban living lab’s co-creation challenges on the model and interpret what could be reflected on to “make the next step.”

Citylab X has identified and engaged stakeholders (the first phase of the lab process) but has yet to develop the shared tasks for experimentation. It struggles with a trust challenge, which stems from the lack of an independent and stable lab coordinator, access to resources, and unclear lab participation rules. Moreover, the requisite variety of stakeholders is insufficient in the lab projects, and there is confusion due to different ideas about what a concrete micro-level experiment in this lab could be. This situation hindered the multi-stakeholder group in Citylab X from moving forward on futuring activities.

With this analysis, Citylab X’s co-creation so far can be firmly situated on the lab curve, as indicated by the blue triangle in Figure 4. We propose to call this the “maturity” of the lab. Like this, the ISLE model can be used as a systemic design lens to help ULL stakeholders reflect on the quality of their co-creation. The model could also constitute a “heuristic process framework” (Schwaninger, 1997, p. 113) used to share knowledge with other living labs. Of course, the above findings are only the very first step towards a lens on systemic innovation through ULLs. The ISLE model might be explored further across all phases, using different contexts of ULLs. Puerari et al. (2018) have shown that places and place narratives have a positive influence on co-creation in ULLs. Concilio & Molinari (2014) have suggested that the concrete experience of doing experiments in ULLs can trigger reflections that have a long-term influence on individual and collective mental models and behaviour. Other research cases also need to confirm if “establishing an independent lab coordinator and core resources,” “transparency about co-creation rules,” “taking care of requisite variety,” and “working towards concrete experiments on a micro level” should be added as steps in terms of co-creation goals to the first phase of the model. These could possibly replace the more activity-related step description, which is visualised in the current model.
It is remarkable how competing value systems were not openly addressed in Citylab X. One reason for this lies in the fact that the different stakeholder groups all struggled with their own dilemmas while co-creating the municipality-enabled ULL. These dilemmas have been compared to challenges in living labs enabled by other stakeholder groups (i.e. citizen or industry-enabled living labs), where they were not found. They were also discussed and recognised by our expert group (see methods chapter) for the specific case of municipality-driven ULLs. Thus, they can be qualified and presented as paradigmatic dilemmas (Flyvbjerg, 2006, p. 16) for municipality-enabled ULLs in the following section.

Paradigmatic dilemmas of stakeholders in municipality-enabled ULLs

Municipality

The municipality, on the one hand, follows a pragmatic, scalable, “majority” consultation approach towards citizen participation. In particular, the energy experts team pursues this path and wants to know what level of participation is necessary to implement a certain energy solution. On the other hand, there are civil servants, such as the district manager and the community manager, who are more engaged in the district and see opportunities for small-scale citizen experimentation with diverse energy solutions. They embrace the urban living lab approach and envision more of a partnership between engaged citizens and the municipality. There is, thus, the governance and accountability role of the municipality on the one hand and the commitment needed as a co-creating partner in a ULL, which could put that role at risk. This dilemma is neither addressed between the municipality actors nor discussed among the lab’s core team. This leads to a lack of clarity around the role of the municipality actors and the level of envisioned citizen participation in the lab.
Citizens

The role of citizens also discloses a dilemma. Active house owners or more wealthy citizens who have the time, money, and ideas to invest in experimentation can more easily embrace different standpoints in the dialogue. Whereas tenants—an under-represented citizen group in the lab—are solely preoccupied with the impact of time and cost that alternative energy solutions might entail. This tension between short-term investment and long-term goals is another dilemma that is not addressed in the lab dialogues. This leads to a double standard in citizen expectations towards the municipality (“be our partner” versus “find the best and most cost-effective solution for us”). This also creates a lot of frustration as both citizen groups do not feel heard in the lab.

Researchers

Thirdly, researchers are stakeholders in the ULL. The researchers are motivated to produce knowledge within a predetermined timeframe (due to funding) and tend to frame themselves as “neutral” observers of the ULL, independently of the lab situation. They are actively engaged in the lab and are strongly supportive of a high level of citizen participation, which, given the dilemmas of the other stakeholder groups, is a significant challenge and takes time. This dilemma plays between practical confinements of research activity in terms of budget and time and theoretical ideals of an equitable co-creation of all stakeholders in the ULL.

Balancing social and technical innovation

All three stakeholder groups seem caught in a balancing act between social and technical innovation that the lab pursues at the same time. The case suggests that for a municipality-enabled ULL as a particular type of living lab, interventions towards social innovation need to precede technical innovation experiments. As a municipality, it is important to build lab activities on transparent information flows about the level of participation granted to citizens and on a clear mandate for municipality representatives to share information and engage in lab experimentation. With an informed and open dialogue about co-creation “rules” among all stakeholders, the lab can be used to empower active citizens and municipalities to conceive and experiment with different local solutions. For this to happen, transparency about interests, structural empowerment (Sinteur, 2018), and an open co-creation attitude on the part of all stakeholders are necessary.

As argued in the methodology chapter, we think that these findings can be generalised across municipality-enabled ULLs for the energy transition in the Netherlands and also probably in culturally similar countries across Europe. This case study shows a deep mistrust between citizens and local governments. Findings might not apply to countries or places where this mistrust is not found. It could be interesting to replicate the study in those countries and places to find out which findings apply and which need to be modified.
Conclusion

The study of Citylab X narrates and reflects on the case of a municipality-enabled urban living lab in the Netherlands dedicated to local energy transition. It argues that living labs, particularly ULLs, are increasingly used by European municipalities with a transition paradigm, as opposed to an earlier focus on innovation and solution. This complex situation calls for a systemic design lens on using the living lab approach for transitions. The ISLE process model was proposed as a lens for systemic innovation through living labs. This lens not only supports the analysis of co-creation challenges and opportunities of the ULL but it can also be proposed as a heuristic process framework to help ULL stakeholders in the future to reflect on the quality of their co-creation and to share related knowledge with other labs.

The Citylab X case study allows for four important conclusions:

1. Trust between the different stakeholders needs to be actively established before the co-creation process so that it can move “down the curve” to more concrete alignment around shared, desirable futures.
2. The establishment of a working core team (successful in Citylab X), an independent and stable lab coordinator, and a (temporary) physical place for the lab (failed in Citylab X) all seem to be very important for successful co-creation among stakeholders.
3. It is not sufficient that rules for co-creation are only addressed in the strategy group of a ULL. Desired rules of co-creation between the stakeholders (i.e. situations when shared decision-making is desired and/or when informing or consulting citizens is sufficient) must be transparent in the entire lab community.
4. The ISLE model proposes that a ULL steers towards local technical experiments (down the curve) and invites the needed requisite variety to do this in the lab group. The case demonstrates that by failing to do this in Citylab X, all stakeholders were left with confusion about the purpose of the lab.

The case study reveals that in the co-creation between the municipality, citizens, and researchers, the specific dilemmas that occurred within each stakeholder group are paradigmatic of municipality-enabled ULLs. In addition to this, all stakeholders were caught in a balancing act between technical and social innovation, which suggests that foregrounding one or the other in particular phases of the lab process might be preferable instead of striving for both at the same time.

The findings have interesting implications for theory-building. The systemic innovation and co-creation process from stakeholder engagement to implementation indicated in the proposed ISLE model might deliver important elements for a more general systemic design lens on facilitating transitions with living labs. Such a process model would allow the alignment of different systemic interventions in labs towards a more integrated approach to the living lab. This is while keeping in mind that the linear-looking ISLE lab process is a “frozen” model of dynamic and iterative activities.
Key characteristics of the systemic innovation lab (Zivkovic, 2018a) are implemented into the ISLE model. The findings of the case study show nuanced characteristics and deliver valuable pointers for future systemic design practice in ULLs. The three nuanced features are:

- Enable coherent action by diverse actors
- Involve all stakeholders as co-creators
- Recognise government as an enabler of change

To clarify the first claim, the enabling of coherent action in the case suggests that different types of action are necessary in the phases of a living lab systemic innovation process. In the first phase of “understanding the current system,” transparent rules for co-creation for the different lab stakeholders are necessary. The case demonstrates how the understanding phase calls for transparency and decision-making within the stakeholder groups first and then for an open conversation between the different groups.

Secondly, in order to involve people as co-creators, experimentation is necessary in collaboration with the different systemic stakeholders and users of innovations and new ways of working (in this case, for new energy systems) in a lab. However, the interaction dynamics in Citylab X illustrate that such experiments ought to be concrete and tangible. Basing an innovation experiment on “the way citizens want to be involved” resulted in high ambiguity for the citizens. These observations reveal important consequences for designing and facilitating ULLs. Designers in living lab contexts could work on different levels of abstraction—as service designers conceiving and testing different energy solutions (our case) and as systemic designers working towards greater adaptability of the system as a whole. Combining user-centred service design and systemic design interventions geared at transforming the current system is also suggested by a recent study about transitioning the food system using ULL (Brons et al., 2022).

Thirdly, the claim to “recognise government as an enabler of change” requires that government actors become reflexive about the possibilities and challenges of different roles in lab co-creation. Kronsell & Mukhtar-Landgren (2018) suggest that municipality actors can distinguish between different roles in a ULL, which entail different attitudes and capacities to co-create with citizens and other lab stakeholders and must be transparently communicated. Thus, systemic design of a ULL system can not only recognise government as enablers but might also support government actors in the reflection to enhance or add new possible productive roles in ULLs.

These three implications are propositional claims that could be evaluated by further research into living labs and the adaptation of systemic practices such as the ISLE process. They mark the first steps towards a lens on the ULL as a driver of systemic innovation that needs to be further worked out in the future.
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